More Than a Fish Story
At Mote Aquarium, sharks, dolphins, manatees,
sea turtles and fish of all shapes and might take center
stage, but the Mote Marine Laboratory is the real star!
by Andrea Martone

If you live in Sarasota and haven’t visited the world famous Mote Aquarium, you’re missing one of the best opportunities for visual delights —
and an educational experience for both yourself and your kids or grandkids. The Aquarium and Marine Laboratory has been an important
economic development engine for the region since its creation in 1955.
The Mote Aquarium alone is one of Sarasota’s gems — offering more than 100 marine species. See freaky
frogfish, huge scuttling lobsters, graceful seahorses and other wild denizens of Southwest Florida’s Gulf
Coast. Sandbar, nurse and blacknose sharks prowl our 135,000-gallon shark home. Bonnethead sharks live in
continued on page 6

And Now, A Word From Our President
This column is written just after we have had three days of afternoon rain showers.
It is amazing what a little rain can do to remove those ugly brown patches that have
begun to appear in our lawns. Let’s hope there is more rain in our future.

Russ Seifert,
PCA President

I try to make these columns as cheery as possible but occasionally situations occur
that require comments about unpleasant things. A while back we had a few burg l aries
in our little piece of paradise. Fortunately no one was injured and we have not had
repetitions, but since security was high on the list of reasons a lot of us purchased
homes here, we took the situation very seriously. I wrote a letter to every resident
advising them what had happened and what we were doing to see that it doesn’t
happen again. It is small consolation that the economic problems that we are going
through increase the criminal occurrences and that all the local communities are
having problems. We want to keep them from happening in Prestancia.

A number of our residents gave us suggestions to improve security and our newly formed Security Committee
is meeting and considering every one of them. Some are very obvious, as you see by the patrols on our streets
by both the Sheriff’s Department as well as our security company. Others are not as obvious and are designed
to keep those who would do us harm out of our community. There are some things that everyone can do.
continued on page 8
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Neighborhood News
On March 18th The Manors held
their annual Homeowners Association meeting. Three new Directors
were elected to the Board: Julie
Wyman (President), Ross Bryans
(2nd Vice President) and David
Leifer (Treasurer). Stephen Engel
(1st Vice President) and Sam Lieberman (Secretary) each have one year
remaining on their term.
Friday evening, May 8, Vi and Ed
Ladies of The Manors: First Row (left to right): Mary Dunne, Elaine
Page made their stunning Boca
Lieberman, Ursula Wertheim, Kathy Cook, Anh Tu Spragens, Meryl Cohen,
Pointe home available and hosted
Ingrid Breloehr
a party for homeowners in The
Second Row (left to right): Ruth Jones, Julie Wyman, Loretta Naylor,
Manors. While a small fee was
Colette Nozicka, Margrit Dobbertin, Jill Harrity, Vi Page, Susan Myers,
charged, the invitation read
Mary Ann Downey
“Spending Time with Your NeighThird Row (left to right): Joan Engel and Jane Carlsen
bors — Priceless!” It was a perfect
evening…sunny, yet cool. About 45
We would also like to report a lighting strike along
neighbors mingled on the huge patio overlooking the Prestancia Boulevard wall, which actually left a hole
TPC Golf Course, lake and visiting sand hill cranes,
in the wall and caused the death of three large Palms
as well as around the large island in the Pages’
at 8000 Via Fiore. Amazing what lightning can do.
kitchen which was loaded with delicious food treats
— The Barlow Group
prepared by Vi, who loves to cook! Lucky us! HospiVilla Mirada: Summer time doldrums have arrived
tality Chair Mary Dunne p resented Vi and Ed with a
as about half of our owners are gone for the season.
gift in grateful appreciation of their graciousness in
We are doing normal summer maintenance and one
hosting this neighborhood party. All who attended
fairly major renovation. The lion heads that grace the
hope there will be more parties in The Manors in the
front of the building will be replaced, as they are in
future because it was such a fun time!
need of repair. We are in the process of obtaining
Hats off to Joan Engel: her beautiful photographs of
quotes as to type either concrete or fiberglass for the
assorted birds — captured, of course, in The Manors
replacements. Many of our owners have recently or
— grace the front of our new telephone directory
are in the process of painting replacing kitchen andor
in color and on other pages, with stories about the
bathrooms as well as flooring. Have a nice summer!
photographs! Thanks Joan!
— Mike Gates
— Julie Wyman

Mara Villa: As I walk my dog through the streets of
Prestancia I think how wonderful to live in such a
beautiful place! Walking under the coolness of the
oak canopy, seeing all the new baby birds learning
to fly, smelling the magnificent aroma of the myriad
number of flowering plants, watching a playful otter
in one of our lakes — all of these things I am thankful
to be able to enjoy.

Villa Fiore would like to thank Prestancia’s Board
of Directors for the very quick approval time and
location placement of its new well for irrigation.
This certainly was of great help during our dry
spring. Our old well just crumbled on us, allowing
sand to clog up our irrigation system.
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We are also proud to announce that during this past
year, we were recognized as a Green Business Partner
by Sarasota County. Along with our Audubon Sanctuary certification, this distinction signifies our dedication to environmental friendly business practices.

The jewel of Mara Villa is our beautiful pool area.
It has been transformed over the past few years in
many ways, but most notably our plantings. We had
a private gardener named Tom Elwell, who toiled
hours on end to give us our oasis. Tom is loved by
all who got to know him, and unfortunately we lost
him to his new and thriving landscape business
which keeps him so busy that he can no longer find
time to work his magic here in Mara Villa. In light
of this, at a recent party at the home of one of Mara
Villa’s residents, Bob and Barbara Kelly, it was suggested that we continue Tom’s work as best we can
by collectively putting together some funds and
taking a day twice a year to buy and plant the beaut iful flowers Tom so loved. Then we’d have a pool
party! (We do that well here in Mara Villa and Tom
is always invited). So far the response to this suggestion has been overwhelmingly positive. To live in a
neighborhood with such a sense of community spirit
is truly wonderful!

During the month of June, we will be participating
in the American Express Women in Golf Month. We
will have golf and social activities at the club every
Tuesday through Friday throughout the entire month.
The activities are open to members and non-members,
as well as lady golfers of all skill levels, including
beginners. This will be the fourth year of us participating in this program, and it has been well received
in the past. The program has been expanded due
to the past success and we hope you will take
advantage of the fun events throughout the month.
A calendar of the events is available on our website
at www.tpcprestancia.com under the Women’s Golf
Month tab.
We look forward to seeing you at the Club.

— Dottie Baker

— Jim Poole, General Manager, TPC Prestancia

La Vista: We have about 24 houses out of 46 repainted
or almost repainted. We expect the project to be
finished in October or November. We are choosing
between four colors for each house and have a darker
color trim. The old blue tile accent is gone. Come
drive through La Vista and see the contrast.
— Joseph D. Berrier

From the TPC: As the 2009 golf season comes to an
end, TPC Prestancia is preparing for further improvements to the club to enhance our position in the local
golf market. Starting May 1st, we began renovation
of the Club Course greens, converting to Champion
Bermuda, which is the same grass we installed on
the Stadium Course greens two years ago. This will
mark the third summer in a row that we have invested
significant capital into the facility (2007 — Stadium
greens and irrigation project, 2008 — remodel of the
dining facilities, 2009 — Club greens conversion).
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Prestancia Pets
Note how happy and healthy these Prestancia neighbors with pets look! If you currently do not have a cat
or dog, remember, it is a proven fact that pet ownership is good for your health and emotional well-being!
“Statistics indicate that pet owners have lower blood pressure and lower stress levels, especially for male pet
owners. In general, pet owners have fewer health costs and reasons to visit their doctor.” (Herald-Tribune,
5/29/09) And don’t forget the unconditional love pets offer.
When you do decide to get a cat or dog please adopt from one of Sarasota’s local animal shelters or rescue
groups. Please do not adopt from a puppy store because these poor animals come from puppy mills which
need to be shut down due to the cruel and inhumane treatment of the dogs.

Below: Suzy is a Yorkie-Poo (Yorkshire Terrier-Poodle mix
owned by Kathy and Tom Cook of The Manors), weighing
a mere 6 pounds, vs. Bouclée (a Curly-Coated Retriever
owned by Joan and Stephen Engel, also of The Manors)
who weighs in at 70 pounds!

Vi and Ed Page with Molly at their home in The Manors.
Vi and Molly love to take long walks along Prestancia
Boulevard. Molly, a beautiful Lhasa Apsos, is 10 years old.

Elroy & Chase — Mara Villa’s beloved Malti-Poos reside at
the home of the Martones, who love them unconditionally.
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Prestancia would love to meet you and
your pet! Contact julie4cats@gmail.com
to be in the next Pipeline.

David Leifer and “Grif” enjoy walking throughout their
Manors neighborhood. “Griffon du Palma” is a cute 21⁄2
year old AKC Petit Basset Griffon Vendeen.

Rory is a big handsome two-year-old Red Standard Poodle
who lives in The Manors with Micky and Tom Bohan.
Rory comes from a long line of performance, therapy and
show dogs. But, forget the show ring for Rory... when he
is not helping people he enjoys the high-energy game of
doggie “Flyball.”

Oh, Give Me Us A Home
Where A Kitty Two Kitties May Roam
Cats Desperately Seeking A Furever Home — ASAP!
Fred, a gorgeous white Persian cat with stunning turquoise eyes, is nine years
old, neutered, very friendly and loves to cuddle. Ethel, a beautiful black American
long-haired cat with big green eyes, is four years old and spayed, and is very
sweet, too. Both cats eat dry food and are
litter-box trained because they have never
been outdoor cats. They need a loving home
because their “Mom” is going into a nursing
home and can no longer care for them. They
would be lovely companions and hopefully
someone will adopt them together! To meet
these two sweeties please call Kitty Hancock at 925-8889.
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Sarasota’s Mote Aquarium
continued from page 1

modern times. You can even follow wild sea turtles’
journeys between feeding and breeding areas over
hundreds of miles at the interactive display and learn
how 200 Mote staff members, volunteers and interns
monitor and protect the nests of these ancient creatures
every year on local beaches.
When you buy a ticket to Mote Aquarium, you support world-renowned research at the adjoining Mote
Marine Laboratory. Among other things, Mote has
been dedicated to developing new fish farming methods, but readers should know that:

the nearby SharkTracker habitat, which shows visitors how scientists follow sharks in the wild. At the
aquarium’s touch tanks you can safely pet spiny sea
urchins, sleek stingrays and other species.

• Mote’s programs are designed to be Earth-friendly,
limiting the use of precious land and water resources
• Developing ways to grow fish inland will remove
fishing pressure from our wild stocks and give
them an opportunity to rebuild to historic levels

And if you really dig dolphins, Mote’s resident dolphins, Harley and Moonshine whistle, dart, play and
— if you’re lucky — leap out of the water. Also come
eye-to-eye with Mote’s manatees Hugh and Buffett,
who glide so close to their tall viewing window that
you’ll see the tiny hairs on their grey skin. This
dynamic duo helps Mote scientists learn how manatees sense the world around them. Hugh and Buffett
are the world’s only manatees trained to participate
in research.

• By creating new methods of fish farming, we have
the potential to lead the nation in new job creation

Mote Aquarium also spotlights sea turtles at their
brand new exhibit, Sea Turtles: Ancient Survivors. It
stars Hang Tough, a blind green sea turtle who was
rehabilitated at Mote from injuries caused by fishing
gear. Visitors can learn how sea turtles outlived the
dinosaurs and how they need our help to survive in

Mote Aquarium: If You Go
Address: Mote Marine Lab & Aquarium, 1600 Ken Thompson Parkway, Sarasota FL 34236
Hours: 10-5, 365 days a year, including all holidays.
Website: http://www.mote.org/
Admission: $17 (13 and older), $16 (seniors 65-plus), $12 (ages 4-12) and free for children under 3.
Sarasota Bay Explorers Boat Excursion: Tours daily at 11 a.m., 1:30p.m., and 4 p.m. $26 for adults,
$22 for children 4–12. Call 941-388-4200 for reservations.
Combination Mote Aquarium/Sarasota Bay tickets: $36 for adults, $29 for children 4–12 (children under
3 attend free).
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• And let’s not forget that Mote has an estimated economic impact of $70 million on Sarasota County.

injuries that plagued her for months. A necropsy, or
animal autopsy, showed that FB5 had lost more than
100 pounds since her health was last assessed in
2001. She had developed non-healing skin lesions
and suffered from organ failure.

If you’re all about cutting-edge, try Mote’s Immersion
Cinema — a theater where guests enjoy group games
on touch screens, and see the underwater action play
out on a 40-foot wide HD movie screen.

In March 1971, the Mote tagged FB5 — in fact, she
was one of the first dolphins tagged for identification
by the group, which began monitoring Sarasota Bay’s
dolphins in 1970. Data gathered by Program
researchers serves to inform marine mammal policy,
research, conservation and education. By studying
five generations of Sarasota Bay’s 160 or so yearround resident dolphins — including FB5’s calves
and grand-calves — Program scientists continue
nearly four decades of learning about these amazing
marine mammals. Monitoring dolphins until life’s
end is one way researchers gain crucial knowledge
about their social dynamics, lifespan and conservation challenges.

After a fun day at Mote Aquarium, visitors can get
even closer to the marine world during a 105-minute
boat trip (reservations required) onto Sarasota Bay, conducted by Sarasota Bay Explorers. You’ll have the
chance to see and touch marine animals, and guests
usually spot the wild dolphins studied by Sarasota
Dolphin Research Program, a joint program conducted
by Mote and the Chicago Zoological Society, and the
world’s longest running study of wild dolphins.
Dr. Chuck Holmes, a past Board of Governor’s President here in Prestancia, is an active member of the
Advisory Board at Mote’s and is passionate about
their work. He says, “The Mote Laboratory and
Aquaculture Park are two of the best kept secrets in
Sarasota. Their aquaculture system is world-renowned.
Their research will have an impact not only in the
state of Florida but in the world. I highly urge you to
visit the Mote, and for those looking for meaningful
volunteer experiences, please consider giving your
time to the Mote.”

These dolphins and other marine mammals recovered by Mote are valuable sources of knowledge even
after death — their bones join a collection of more
than 600 skeletons from 20 species of whales, dolphins
and porpoises in Mote’s Ruth DeLynn Cetacean
O s t eological Collection. Named for collection Curator
Ruth DeLynn, a Mote volunteer, the collection is a
record of detailed information about Sarasota Bay’s
dolphins. Tiny skeletal differences, including cavities
in teeth, and signs of arthritis, injury and disease help
scientists build detailed life histories for individual
animals and the population as a whole. You can learn
more about the Sarasota Dolphin Research Program
at www.mote.org. And if you see a stranded or dead
dolphin, whale, manatee or sea turtle, please call
Mote’s Stranding Investigations Program, a 24-hour
response service, at 941.988.0212.

Dr. Holmes pointed out some anecdotal information
about the Mote, including:
• The Mote harvests caviar that goes straight to
France, commanding $2,700 a pound.
• The flesh of the fish (sturgeon) is being marketed
through Mote to upscale areas in Sarasota.
Editor’s Note: As this newsletter was going to press,
we learned the following sad news about a resident dolphin’s
death that concludes Mote’s 38-year study of her life.
A female wild dolphin monitored for 38 years by the
Sarasota Dolphin Research Program based at Mote
Marine Laboratory died May 22, leaving behind two
documented generations of offspring to continue her
legacy. Waterfront residents found the 46-year-old
dolphin — known as “FB5” by Program scientists —
on a sandbar near Longboat Key. Mote staff re c o vered
the dolphin, which had succumbed to illnesses and
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A Word From Our President
continued from page 1

If you see someone who doesn’t seem to belong here,
report it. That will help, but the most important thing

you can do, and I can’t stress this enough, is if you
have an alarm system, turn it on. The most sophisticated system is useless if it is not turned on.
There is one other thing that has arisen lately. There
is no fishing in any of the lakes in Prestancia. This has
always been the rule, but there hasn’t been a need to
discuss it until recently. We have had a number of
boys coming over from an adjacent community to
fish in our lakes. The sheriff has been notified, since
not only is this against our rules, it can be dangerous.
Anyone that plays golf at TPC knows there are allig ators in our lakes. That is part of Florida, and they
don’t bother anyone, but we want to keep it that way.
So we are putting up signs indicating No Trespassing
and No Fishing. Hopefully this is the last that will
need to be said about this subject.
Our northern friends are back north and we are now
preparing for our Florida summer. Let’s all enjoy it
and pray for more rain.
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